Simulating protein evolution in sequence and structure space
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Naturally occurring proteins comprise a special subset of all plausible sequences and structures selected through evolution. Simulating protein evolution with simplified and all-atom models has shed light on the evolutionary dynamics of protein populations, the nature of evolved sequences and structures, and the extent to which today’s proteins are shaped by selection pressures on folding, structure and function. Extensive mapping of the native structure, stability and folding rate in sequence space using lattice proteins has revealed organizational principles of the sequence/structure map important for evolutionary dynamics. Evolutionary simulations with lattice proteins have highlighted the importance of fitness landscapes, evolutionary mechanisms, population dynamics and sequence space entropy in shaping the generic properties of proteins. Finally, evolutionary-like simulations with all-atom models, in particular computational protein design, have helped identify the dominant selection pressures on naturally occurring protein sequences and structures.

Introduction
A protein is an evolved molecular machine capable of self-assembly and reliable functioning in a fluctuating environment. Understanding how these remarkable properties arise as the result of evolution is central to the development of a protein folding theory [1], and can lead to better strategies for protein design and structure prediction. One way to understand protein evolution is to directly simulate the evolutionary dynamics of a protein population, by combining general theories of molecular evolution with physical models of protein folding. Such simulation studies, when combined with experiments and sequence/structure database analyses, can help delineate major evolutionary factors responsible for shaping today’s proteins. The following sample of questions can be addressed by evolutionary simulation: how does the large-scale organization of protein sequence and structure space affect protein evolution; can dynamic simulations of protein evolution explain the generic properties of proteins, such as mutational robustness and marginal stability; which one is a more dominant selection pressure, stability or folding rate; are popular protein folds selected for favorable innate properties or is it largely a stochastic process?

In this review, we survey recent computational studies of protein evolution using lattice and all-atom models. Several related topics are beyond the scope of this article and have been reviewed elsewhere; these include computational studies of RNA evolution [2] and the theory of in vitro directed evolution [3,4].

Simplified protein models and protein evolution
In the first part of this review, we survey recent evolutionary studies using simplified protein models. Simplified models of proteins, such as spin glass models [5], and two- and three-dimensional lattice models [6,7], have led to many insights into protein folding mechanisms. When applied to evolutionary studies, simplified models have a number of advantages. First, there are only a few tunable parameters that define the fundamental physics of the system. Second, the fitness landscape can be defined in a precise way. Different fitness criteria have been used to address different evolutionary questions. For example, fitness of a protein sequence may depend on whether it folds to a target structure (i.e. the structure is a unique global energy minimum for the sequence), native structure stability, folding rate, ability to bind a model ligand, or a combination of the above. The fitness value can be either continuous or binary. In the latter case, all viable proteins that meet the fitness criterion are considered to be equally fit, and mutations are either neutral or lethal. Third, the mapping between sequence and structure space can be carried out extensively as a result of the reduced model complexity, and few approximations are required to set up the protocols for evolutionary simulation. These properties make simplified models ideal for studying how the generic properties of proteins are shaped by evolution. Of course, due to the nature of simplified models, the interpretation of results requires considerable care to exclude model artifacts. A comprehensive review on applying simple exact models to problems in protein evolution is given in [8**]; here, we focus on recent developments.
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Mapping protein sequence/structure relationships with simplified models

The dynamic properties of protein evolution are defined, to a large degree, by the static properties of protein sequence/structure mapping (Figure 1). For two-dimensional square lattice models with HP (hydrophobic/polar) sequences, it is possible to construct a complete mapping from sequence space to structure space. In addition, various thermodynamic and kinetic properties of protein folding can be computed for all sequences that fold to the same structure. A number of observations emerge from these studies.

First, sequence space is plastic, in that many different sequences can fold to the same structure. Many of these sequences form a network interconnected by single point mutations, termed a neutral network [9]. Within each neutral network, sequences are organized around a special prototype sequence with the largest number of viable neighbors in sequence space [10]. As one walks away from the prototype sequence to the fringe of the neutral network, the average protein stability gradually decreases. This funnel-like organization of protein stability has been called a super-funnel [10]. Similar funnel-like distributions have also been observed for the protein folding rate. Though the effects of point mutations on folding rate are often subtle and difficult to predict for the HP model, the large-scale organization of folding rates in sequence space follows a simple funnel-like distribution [11*].

Second, neutral networks of different structures are well separated in sequence space, with rather sparse connections (‘bridges’) between them [12,13]. A discussion of these rare but important bridges connecting naturally occurring protein folds can be found in [14]. This lattice protein result is in contrast to RNA, for which neutral networks of any two structures can be connected by just a few point mutations [2].

Finally, the number of sequences that fold into a structure is called the designability of the structure. The distribution of designability among structures is highly skewed. The few highly designable structures have protein-like local structures [15] and symmetries [16], and are, on average, more stable and faster folding [17] than other structures. A highly designable structure is compatible with a larger volume of sequence space and has fewer competing structural neighbors [18]. These results are robust when different energy functions are used, as long as they capture the dominant hydrophobic interactions in proteins [19,20]. Based on these results with lattice models, it is postulated that naturally occurring proteins are highly designable [15,21].

More complicated models have also been used to characterize protein sequence/structure relationships. The evolutionary landscape of all proteins with binding pockets, called functional proteins, has been studied with two-dimensional lattice models [22,23]. The study was later extended to three-dimensional tetrahedral lattice models [24], for which exhaustive sampling of structure space is also possible [25]. A number of studies have explored evolutionary landscapes in sequence space with 20 amino acid alphabets [26–31]. In this case, exhaustive characterization of sequence space is no longer possible. Instead, extensive sampling is required.

Simulating protein evolutionary dynamics with simplified models

Depending on the question to be addressed, evolutionary processes can be simulated in different ways. Stochastic optimization methods are often used to approximate the evolutionary process, but they can only model the end results of strong evolutionary selection. Evolutionary dynamics is usually simulated as an adaptive walk on a fitness landscape or a random walk when the fitness landscape becomes flat. With large population size and high mutation rate, however, population effects become important and evolutionary dynamics can be best simulated as a population of slightly different sequences undergoing replication with mutation and/or recombination, and selection. Here, evolutionary selection does not act on a single sequence, but rather on the population of sequence variants interconnected by mutations, termed...
quasi-species [32]. Pronounced population dynamics effects have been observed for the simulated evolution of RNA secondary structures and digital organisms [33,34]. Here, we survey recent simulation studies with lattice proteins that address the evolutionary origins of many generic properties of proteins.

Unlike random polymers, a protein folds quickly to the native structure, which corresponds to a pronounced global energy minimum. Stochastic and adaptive optimization with lattice protein sequences have demonstrated that these protein-like properties can arise as a result of evolutionary selection for fast folding and native state stability [7,35]. Even when folding is under kinetic control and the native state is initially not the energetic ground state, the protein sequence could evolve so that the native state is most often the global energy minimum [36].

Proteins are robust to mutation. This property can be explained by population dynamics of evolution. Proteins evolved by population dynamics are more robust to mutation than those evolved by random walk within the viable region [37]. For an evolving sequence population on a neutral network, certain sequences are evolutionarily preferred at steady state over others, even when all viable sequences share the same fitness. Evolutionary preference for a sequence correlates largely with the number of its viable neighbors [10,11,38], giving rise to mutational robustness. These results remain unchanged when explicit selection for protein function is considered [39].

Proteins are marginally stable. This can be at least partly understood in terms of sequence space entropy. Due to the high dimensionality of sequence space, most sequences in an evolving population on a neutral network are located near the boundary of the viable region and are thus marginally stable, despite the evolutionary preference for the prototype sequence located at the center [10,38]. As a result of this sequence space entropy effect, functionality consistent with marginal stability tends to be selected by evolution [40].

Are highly designable protein structures favored by evolution? By allowing both sequences and structures to evolve during simulation, it was found that the relative frequency of highly designable structures in the population increases as a result of population dynamics of evolution [41]. During evolutionary simulation, the protein population explores structure space only for a short amount of time. As the average fitness of the population increases, sequences are increasingly confined to isolated regions of sequence space and the population quickly hones in on a single native structure that is preserved for the rest of the simulation [42]. These results indicate that highly designable structures are favored by evolution as a result of population dynamics; at the same time, protein structure is far less mutable than sequence during evolution [42].

Finally, several studies have considered the effects of recombination events. When sequences evolve while maintaining the native structure, recombination events can drastically increase the evolutionary preference for the prototype sequence [38]. In an evolving population of different protein structures, recombination allows rapid and effective exploration of structure space [13].

Evolutionary simulations can also be used to quantitatively test evolutionary hypotheses. For example, by simulating neutral evolution with a fixed structure, it was found that the requirement of maintaining a constant structure leads to an unexpected non-Poissonian substitution process [43,44].

**All-atom protein models and protein evolution**

The same procedures for studying protein evolution with simplified models can, in principle, be applied to all-atom models as well. In practice, however, because of the complexity of all-atom models, major assumptions are needed to make these procedures feasible. For example, it is no longer possible to exhaustively sample sequence and structure space. Protein thermodynamic properties can only be calculated approximately. In computational protein design, evolutionary-like optimization protocols are often used, whereby the stability of a protein is optimized by successive mutational operations, at the same time keeping the protein structure fixed. The aim of these procedures is not to faithfully reproduce the evolutionary trajectory of naturally occurring proteins, but rather to capture the end result of an evolutionary process with dominant selection pressure for optimal stability. Recent computational design of a new fold and subsequent experimental validation indicate that, despite many approximations, current design methods are accurate enough for direct comparisons with experiments [45]. Methods for computational protein design are reviewed in [46]; here, we focus on recent insights from evolutionary studies with all-atom models, in particular, what makes naturally occurring protein sequences and structures so special among all plausible sequences and structures.

**Evolutionary selection of naturally occurring protein sequences**

What role does selection for native state stability play in the evolution of protein sequences? Sequences computationally optimized for native state stability converge to a region of sequence space close to the wild-type sequence and the conservation patterns in the designed sequences are similar to those in naturally occurring proteins [47–49,50,51,52]. These results suggest that selection for
stability plays a major role in the evolution of naturally occurring protein sequences.

Are the folding rates of small proteins extensively optimized by natural selection? This question can be addressed using computational protein design. Residues that play a consistent role in the transition states of SH3 domain homologs tend to be optimized for native stability and vice versa [53]. Furthermore, for many small proteins with diverse topologies, sequences computationally optimized for thermodynamic stability, when synthesized, were found to often fold as fast as, and in many cases even faster than, the wild-type sequences [46,54]. Taken together, these results suggest that fast folding is a byproduct of natural selection for thermodynamic stability, at least for the many small proteins studied so far.

Evolutionary selection of naturally occurring protein structures

Are naturally occurring protein folds highly designable? Because the designability of a structure is directly correlated with the density of structures when they are mapped to sequence space [18], a complete demonstration of the designability principle requires extensive sampling of structure space, a formidable task even for proteins of modest size. Several attempts have been made to approximate designability by an easily computable geometrical measure of the structure [15,55–59]. The results are encouraging, but currently there is no consensus on how good these approximations are. Recently, Tang and colleagues [60,61] extensively sampled structure space for small protein fragments and four-helix bundles, and found that many of the highly designable structures generated are indeed similar to some naturally occurring proteins.

Current all-atom computational protein design methods can be used to address the designability problem. By using all-atom protein design, it was found that the size of sequence space compatible with a fold correlates well with the sequence diversity observed in nature [50**,51]. This indicates that naturally occurring protein folds differ in their designability and that the volume of sequence space compatible with a fold has been greatly exploited by evolution to generate diverse sequences.

Despite the promising progress of the above studies, much work is needed to assess the full extent to which the designability principle can be applied to naturally occurring protein folds.

Recently, several stochastic evolutionary models have been proposed to account for the fact that the genomic occurrence of protein folds follows a power-law distribution [62–67]. These models assume that genome evolution involves duplication of existing genes, introduction of new genes and deletion of existing genes. It should be emphasized that these models are not incompatible with the hypothesis that popular protein folds are selected for favorable innate properties, such as high designability or, in general, the ability to accommodate new functions. Indeed, introducing a fitness function for folds into the model does not change the overall power-law picture, but does affect the exact occurrence of an individual fold [64]. The occurrence of individual folds is likely to be mainly the result of selection for function [68], even though the global distribution of the genomic occurrence of folds can be simulated by an evolutionary process that is largely stochastic.

Conclusions

By directly simulating protein evolution with simplified and all-atom models, much has been learned about the evolutionary mechanisms behind the selection of modern protein sequences and structures. Despite recent progress, significant challenges remain. First, better force-fields and more efficient ways of sampling sequence and structure space are always needed. Second, more computational and experimental work is required to fully resolve the current debate on many aspects of protein evolution. Third, the scope of current simulations can be expanded to address new evolutionary problems. For example, most evolutionary simulations deal with a protein population in isolation. In reality, a protein performs its function by interacting with other proteins, nucleic acids and substrates. The current simulation protocol can be expanded to include these interactions. Most importantly, the continuing combination of evolutionary simulations, bioinformatics and experiments is crucial to solving the many fundamental problems in protein evolution.

Update

A recent review on the designability principle can be found in [69]. Simulated evolution with model proteins was performed in two recent studies. The first study [70] attempted to reconcile the two views of protein fold evolution (the designability principle and the divergent model of fold evolution). Highly designable folds were found to be evolutionarily favored in a divergent model of protein evolution previously shown to reproduce the power-law distribution of genomic fold occurrence. Furthermore, eukaryotic-only folds were found to be, on average, more designable than prokaryotic-only folds, according to an approximate measure of designability. The second study [71] investigated the relationship between the selection pressure on stability and the ability of a model protein to evolve ligand-binding function. It was found that proteins evolve function more efficiently when the selection pressure on stability is low, and that it is easier to enhance stability while maintaining high function than to enhance function while maintaining high stability.
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An in-depth and comprehensive review of the use of simple exact models of protein folding in sequence space. It was found that the distributions of stability and folding rate in sequence space are funnel-like. The authors studied two models of protein sequence evolution. In the first model, a viable sequence diffuses randomly over the range of allowed sequences. In the second model, a sequence population evolves over the range of allowed sequences. In both models, all structures are funnels. The existence of stability and folding rate funnels in sequence space limits the range of possible dynamic behavior of protein evolution.
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Computational protein design was used to create a new protein sequence identifying highly designable folds. In size to that observed in nature. This is a promising method for function, the authors estimated the size of sequence space compatible with a fold is similar to the design model, with a root mean square difference of 1.2 A for 93 residues.
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- Native protein sequences are close to optimal for their structures. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 2002, 97:10383-10388.


- The authors extensively sampled structure space for all compact four-helix bundles connected by short turns. Highly designable structures were identified from this ensemble, most of which resemble known four-helix-bundle folds. The few novel ones can serve as targets for protein design.


